**CIET- Newsletter….
**The students of CIET have started with their FOSS
training program…..
The best part of this training program is that every
student is learning at his with his/her own pace. The
students are exploring “Problem Solving and

Programming in C - Advance C” using this
course, students will come to know about the
different modules of C language. For example,
the use of tokens, operators, statements,
functions, array, strings, structure and file
handling modules.

**Students of CIET working on
various aspects of Modern
Industry…
As Mechanical workshop has started, the
students are learning various tools and
operations present in the carpentry shop.
The aim of the ongoing workshop is to make
students familiar with the basics of
Designing skills, auto skills and refrigeration
techniques.
**ECE

students performing on
various Electronic Components,
Studying Digital Gates and much
more to go……
Demonstration of Various Electronic
Components as Resistor (Through color
coding) and types, Capacitor and types,
Transformer (12012, 606,909), Diodes (LED,
PN diode, Zener Diode), Transistor, LDR,
Relay, Regulator (78xx, 79xx), Various ICs.
Use of analog and digital Multimeter.
 Testing of electronic components
with Multimeter.
 Study of various parameters of

signals through CRO as amplitude,
Phase,
Frequency
and
their
calculation.
 To generate various signals of
different frequency and voltage
through Function Generator.
 Soldering – DE soldering Practice and
assembly of Circuits on Bread board.
 Study of various Digital gates (AND,
OR, NOT, NOR, NAND). Minor Project
(Regulated DC Power supply –
Compulsory)

**Students of Civil Engineering
enhancing their Designing &
Drafting Skills……
Learning AutoCAD software will help
the students in creating the prints of
the Building, Bridges and other
Infrastructure

**Placement Drive at CIET with
FriskLancer Services….
**Vacancies for…
I.
II.
III.

Technical Writer
Programmer
Marketing Executive

***Ongoing Communication
Skills Workshop….
The aim of the ongoing session, is to
apprise the students with the correct
pronunciation, Habit of Reading
Newspaper and the linguistic part of the
language

